Executive Summary
Should a Catholic hospital refer pregnant women to an abortion center?

Answer: No.

Then why do some Catholic hospitals in St. Louis point women to the Hope abortion
center in Granite City?
Answer: It seems no one will stop them.
For over four years, a battle has been waged on the sidewalks of St. Louis and
Granite City to address this unthinkable practice. Executives of the Catholic hospitals
have been aware. St. Louis Archdiocesan leadership has been approached. But the referrals
continue and day by day the evidence piles up.

Brutal Fact
Reports show at least eighteen women (twenty referrals) were referred by St. Louis area Catholic
hospitals for abortion, to the Hope abortion center in Illinois. These referrals were confirmed at the clinic
gates. These twenty are only the tip of the iceberg, because it is rare that a pregnant woman will share this
information. And obviously, the Hope abortion center is just one abortion facility.
•
•
•

Common but Striking Realities at our Catholic Hospitals
Women with developmentally disabled unborn children are routinely told “termination” is the “only option”
or the “best option”
When approached about this abortion referral practice, hospital personnel never express shock or surprise.
The vast majority of the women, to date, have identified SSM hospitals as the referring institution.
Department leaders and hospital management refuse to engage meaningfully when inquiries are made;
instead, they “circle the wagons”.

Our Darkest Hour
In recent months, three referrals (of the twenty mentioned above to the Hope abortion center) were
confirmed to have originated at the Maternal and Fetal Care Department at SSM Health Cardinal Glennon
Children’s Hospital, an institution we Catholics support and have supported heavily over many years.

The pages that follow contain incriminating evidence obtained to date –
complete with details of 14 actual murder victims (they are not simply cases).
Included are one patient medical record (with permission), and a recording of an
SSM Health Cardinal Glennon Children’s Hospital counselor.
This is a very real David versus Goliath story!

For details on how to make grassroots change and STOP these abortion referrals, see the
document, “COMMUNIQUE TO ST. LOUIS CATHOLICS” at the following link:
https://credostlouis.org/stop-glennon-sunday-collection-for-cardinal-glennon-childrens-hospital/

Four simple action items are provided in the “What You Can Do” section.

LETTER TO BROTHER KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, MISSOURI STATE CONVENTION APRIL 23, 2021
My name is John Ryan. I am a 4th Degree Knight, Eureka Council 03511. I am also the Council
Pro-Life Chair. I have been involved in pro-life work since shortly after the Supreme Courts
infamous Roe and Doe companion decisions in January of 1973. Since 1980, my focus has been
at the abortion mills, directly intervening with abortion bound parents.
A little over a month ago, on March 5th, 2021 (see #13 below) a mom and dad arrived at the
Hope(less) abortion mill in Granite City IL, reporting that they were sent there by SSM Cardinal
Glennon Hospital for Children to abort their developmentally disabled child. Yet the latest in a
long series of reported abortion referrals by SSM hospitals (and other Catholic hospitals)
extending back to 2018 (see below).
When I first encountered this (Catholic hospitals referring for abortions-the unthinkable), I was
horrified. And hopeful it was the action of a renegade doctor. I can assure you; after well over 2
years of frustrating encounters with various levels of SSM management, all the way to the level
of V.P., this is a pattern of behavior for SSM that has now extended to SSM Cardinal Glennon
Hospital for Children.
We have a video (see link) of parents at an abortion clinic in Illinois, confirming they were sent
by SSM hospitals as seen here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xgyZSUjHW0M&t=480s
This brief video, a news report, is from Church Militant news at approximately T= 1:19 :
https://www.churchmilitant.com/video/episode/even-2021-06-03
Until now, SSM has successfully managed to obfuscate and otherwise hide in the shadows while
continuing its involvement in this assault on the disabled. If you doubt that, please listen to the
recording of a recent conversation with Cardinal Glennon Children’s Hospital Maternal and
Fetal Department counselor, Katie and you will better understand the extent of the problem.
https://recordings.tapeacall.com/t/kpVQ95vFEUZkI
Because we are a Catholic fraternal organization to say nothing of our commitment to
promoting the Culture of Life and serving developmentally disabled children like those
abandoned to abortionists by such Catholic Hospitals as those below, we Knights have a special
responsibility to confront this scandal. In addition, because of the Knights Of Columbus’ unique
relationship with Cardinal Glennon Hospital for Children the Knights have the necessary
leverage to force an end to this scandal where this individual Knight could not, and once and for
all put an end to this scandal.

As Knights, we owe it to the peers of the 14 children represented below, all of them referred to
the Hope(less) abortion mill because of identified developmental disabilities, to make this
happen. I stand ready to serve this mission in whatever way needed and look forward to a
robust and full-throated commitment by the Knights to this work.
The Victims listed below, all referred by Catholic hospitals are just the tip of the iceberg (13 I
spoke to personally). Small Victories Angela Michaels confirmed she encountered at least four
other moms who were referred to Hope(less) by SSM St. Mary’s. We can only imagine how
many more there have been and how many more disabled children were killed with the direct
involvement of SSM hospitals and how many more remain in harm’s way even as you read this
information. I forwarded you the audio tape from a conversation with Katie in SSM Cardinal
Glennon Hospital for Children’s Maternal and Fetal Health department on April 22, which is
further proof of their involvement in this horrific practice. As well as at least 2 videos of parents
at the mill telling me, they were sent by SSM hospitals.

1 In mid 2018 a mother arrived at the mill who was showing. I spoke with her at length and she said
there were issues with the baby. I thought to ask her who sent her there and she said St. Mary’s in
St. Louis. First time I asked that question at the mill. She said they determined there was something
wrong with her baby. She was clear that she was directly referred to Hopeless by St. Mary’s for an
abortion. I was shocked. I called St. Mary’s from the sidewalk of the mill that day and was
transferred to the Maternal and Fetal health department to someone in charge (I believe she was a
nurse) and told her what happened. I assumed there was some individual acting on their own and
wanted to warn her. I never heard back and subsequent to that learned this was to be a common
occurrence at Hopeless.

2 AB and Baby Kaliah
Sadly, of the 18 babies victimized by this collusion between Catholic hospitals (mostly SSM) and the
abortionists of the Hope(less) abortion mill, we were only able to save one. That was baby Kaliyah.
5/10/2019 I met this couple (Ron and Aberyana (AB) at the Hope(less) abortion mill. They were there
for a scheduled abortion. With God’s help we were able to get them to change on the day of her
scheduled execution. I sat on the sidewalk with them and told them of Dr. Michael Dixon, a high-risk
specialist who works with us. His office referred them to SSM St. Mary’s for a high-definition ultrasound
to guide his treatment of mom and baby Kaliah. We set up the appointment with SSM St. Mary’s
Maternal and Fetal Health department for 5/13/2019.
5/13/2019 Ron and AB went to SSM St. Mary’s for the ultrasound as planned. I received a call
from AB that morning who was upset stating that St. Mary’s tried to talk them back into abortion,

referring them directly back to Hope(less) for an abortion. Both she and Ron were upset and confused as
they had changed their minds and now St. Mary’s was sending them back. I was furious and fearful for
Kaliah’s safety as her parents were just 3 days from almost aborting her. We arranged to meet with
them at Mary Maschmeier (Defender’s of the Unborn) office and transported them over there. Mary
helped calm them down and get things back on track.
5/13/19 I called Sarah Ellis , Assistant to St. Mary’s President 314-768-8075 and left her detailed
information about what had happened. There was no return call.
5/17/2019 I returned to St. Mary’s with AB and Ron to get a copy of their medical record from
the abortion referral and to meet with management about what had happened. We got the copy of the
record and were steered to a nurse manager Travis Keeper and Val who identified herself as Risk
Coordinator). Ron and AB explained what had happened including detailed descriptions of SSM staff
involved (the man wore what was described as a yarmulke and the woman “had a mole on her face and
wore glasses” and “tried to put words in my (AB’s) mouth.” AB was confident she could id them. And
both were upset that the record was inaccurate. One constant throughout all the SSM cases noted here
and below is that there was never any surprise, shock or sense of urgency on the part of anyone we
spoke with at the SSM hospitals. Ever.
5/20/2019 When we got no response, we called SSM one last time and warned that we would picket if
not granted a meeting with SSM management. There was no response.
5/21/2019 Called the President’s office again, Kim covering for Sarah and again asked for a meeting with
the President. That AB and Ron just wanted to meet but that we would resort to the picket if not. No
response. Ever.
5/23/2019 We picket St. Mary’s. When we got there a security officer met us out on the public sidewalk
and warned us “we will call Richmond Heights police if you step on the property (trespass) .” We
confined our picket to the public sidewalk as planned until it was time to attempt to meet with
administration or at least deliver a letter from the parents. As AB, Ron and I walked across the parking
lot for that purposes the head of security met us and explained the parents could not meet with anyone,
confirmed that order came from “on high” but did agree to take and deliver the parents letter to the
President. We returned to the sidewalk and continued our informational picket. We were there 2 hours.
We were to have one other picket, ever hopeful that SSM’s President would have the common decency
to at least meet with the parents. He did not.
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5/17/2019 This mom told us St. Mary’s told her abortion was “The only

option”

She

appeared to be well into her 40’s. She said St Mary’s gave them two places to go to abort her child: St
Louis (Planned Barrenhood) and Hope(less). The driver was an older man with his daughter in the car. It
was an older car, license number AW 86309IL . I left a voicemail with Sarah Ellis, Asst to the President to
alert the President what had happened. Never heard back. Ever.

5/24/2019 I called again about the abortion on 5/17/19 and was transferred to Nursing Kim Gibson 314768-8795 (vm) Ethics Committee made aware as well. No response. Ever.

4

7/5/2019 Hispanic mother short and in her 20’s with a tall thin white man driving a blue pickup

truck. The father did most of the talking. Said there were issues with the baby, Trisomy 18. Said they first
went to St. Mary’s and then to Mercy and were told abortion was “The only

option.”

7/5/2019 I called Mercy Maternal & Fetal Health from the lot next to the mill. Forwarded to Lizzy Slaf
who answered and indicated no interest with not a hint of surprise in her voice. Very matter of fact. I
gave her all the information I had.
7/5/2019 When I got home, I looked up the name of the head of the department at Mercy: Dr. James
Bartelsmeyer. I called to talk to him and Lizzy answered again. She recognized my voice but said she
would get the doctor. There was a long delay. Then the phone was picked up, I heard a male voice utter
something unintelligible and the phone disconnected. I called back and explained that we got
disconnected. Lizzy said “I will transfer you. But that transfer was answered by the “public safety”
officer who warned me I was considered “harassing” the Doctor and advised any further calls to Mercy
by me would be so considered harassment and that I had now been duly warned. He said he was DSN
27.
7/6/2019 I left a vm with Sarah Ellis secretary to President about St. Mary’s involvement. In this killing.
No response. Ever.
7/8/2019 I also called SSM St Mary’s Chaplain (Jane Muzamsky 314-768-8070.). She called back later
that day. I explained what has been happening. She also was very blasé about the whole thing. Actually
said, “There’s nothing I can do. I’m way down the food chain here. What do you want me to do?” I said
“Be shocked . Surprised. Horrified.
I also spoke to Brenda Davidson Ethics Dept at St. Mary’s about this and the many other referrals. She
also showed no surprise and was very matter of fact, stating “I wouldn’t be in a position to speak with
them (Ron & AB wanted to speak to someone in St. Mary’s administration). She then added “physicians
are required to give all possible options, like any surgery or disease.” assuming the doctors had indeed
counseled for abortion.
I pointed out there was no such law (I had previously confirmed that with Sam Lee) and she replied “Not
a law but required by Joint Commission”. I replied that “The JC can’t make you do birth control, how can
they make you be involved in committing an abortion?” She agreed with the former but said nothing
about the latter. She was very blasé. I pointed out that I noticed her complete ‘lack of shock”. She dryly
said “I Will send your concerns to the committee.” I remined her that “The parents (Ron and AB) are
ready, willing, and able to talk (to the committee) and want to be involved.” No further contact from St.
Mary’s about the requested meeting. Ever.

7/8/2019 I called MERCY, Chaplain Ken Potsman about St. John’s Mercy involvement in this child’s
murder and he was immediately shocked. “This should not be happening.” he stated and referred me to
Jacob Harrison with the Ethics Department who listened to my report and replied “I understand your
concern. We take ethics and our Catholic identity seriously. This is not the practice of Mercy.” AI
received a return call from him on 8/8/2019 and he reassured me: “I can tell you we’re taking steps to
make sure it never happens again.” And indeed, it would be over 2 years before we would encounter
another parent who said St. John’s Mercy sent them.
1/31/21 Finally a year and a half later I got a call from Mark Fuller SSM St. Mary’s VP (Chaplain) offering
a sit down. I had persisted all that time in calling the hospital. When I arrived, I discovered the meeting
unexpectedly was to include Val, the same “Risk Officer “who was involved from day one. It was not a
good sign. And indeed, that meeting was more circling the wagons by St. Mary’s. No openness to discuss
what had actually happened. It was all very legalistic with a comment at the end that if I came up with
better “evidence”. to call in the future. I explained given the nature of what we’re talking about here,
abortion, it was unlikely we would ever get any better evidence, especially since in this case we actually
had parents who were directly involved in this scandal to say nothing of the incriminating language in
the medical record which we provided them. I again told them that AB and Ron want to meet with the
President but that never happened. Ever.
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BLANCA M 7/12/2019 I had a long conversation with this mom as she sat in her car behind the

alley alongside the Hopeless mill. She was there for an abortion. She was tearful as we talked. Said her
brother was a lawyer in KC and aware of what was going on. That she found out her baby had Down
Syndrome at SSM DePaul Hospital whose staff referred her to Hopeless to abort her developmentally
disabled child. She said she had 2 teenage daughters, was overwhelmed raising them, was embarrassed
to be pregnant. She confirmed she was also Catholic and went to Our Lady of the Snows in Belleville. I
spoke of my work with adults with Down Syndrome and their place in the world. Eventually convinced
her to leave instead of going through with the scheduled abortion taking a Defender’s of the Unborn
business card and encouraged her to call. She indicated she had changed her mind. We prayed and she
drove away.
7/23/2019 She did not call Defenders so I sent her a text to see how she was doing “You’re still in my
prayers.” . Later I was to learn from her that as she looked at my text she was sitting at St. Mary’s
Maternal and Fetal Health Department and that they had just told her her baby had more serious
problems. She said “I was ready for Down Syndrome”, that they told her that there was “NO OTHER

OPTION.” than abortion and directly referred her back to the Hopeless mill for an abortion. I tried to
convince her otherwise.
8/12/2019 Mary follows up and finds out from Martina that she aborted the baby.
8/13/2019 I called Blanca and she said “Mary made me feel bad”. It was in that conversation that I
learned about St. Mary’s involvement in the death of her child and she reiterated “They told me there
was “NO OTHER OPTION.” and “They just referred me to Hope.”

8/19/2019 I again called to check up on her.
1/22/2020 My next checkup. I called to see how she was doing and she said “Thank you I’m pretty good
thank you. And yourself?”
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8/31/2019, the mother said St. Mary’s referred her. She had long grey hair, appeared middle

aged (45?). She said she was referred by St. Mary’s and was told abortion was “THE ONLY OPTION”
I again called Sarah Ellis (assistant to the President) Wand advised her on the phone of what had
happened. Was STILL happening. She confirmed all my messages went to President who is “definitely
aware.” She also referred me to: Val (Risk Coordinator Manager) 314-768-8046 who listened without
comment to my report, including my reminder of the other babies referred to Hopeless by St. Mary’s.

7 11/15/19 I was told by the mother’s friend who was the driver that they were referred to Hopeless
by SSM St. Joseph’s in St Charles. Said the baby was 18 weeks old and had Trisomy 21. I called St.
Joseph’s asking for the director of the Maternal and Fetal Health department, was transferred and then
put on hold. The phone was picked up and I hear someone say “Doctor” then the phone hangs up. My
attempts to call back to that same department went unanswered.

8 10/15/20 The parents were very matter of fact and confirmed that because the mother had high risk
pregnancies, she went to SSM Cardinal Glennon Hospital for Children. When asked who referred her to
Hope(less) dad responded “Cardinal Glennon.” I spoke with them along with Angela Michaels who had
her mobile medical center there trying to convince them to see our high-risk specialist but the would not
accept our help. (We have the video of that exchange).

9.

11/20/20 A couple arrived. I was able to film my exchange with the father of the baby who told

me they were referred by St. Mary’s to Hopeless and told abortion was “

the only option.”

There is a video of my exchange with the father who sat in a black car maybe 30 feet away.

10 1/29/21 Another sidewalk counselor (Peggy Dresden and Nolan Clayton) reported encountering a
couple who said they were referred to Hope(less) for an abortion by SSM Cardinal Glennon Hospital for
Children.

11. 2/6/21 Another SSM Cardinal Glennon abortion referral. I had a long conversation with the
father. He said the baby was 4 months. Had medical problems (developmentally disabled) and there
could be dangers for mom as well, explaining her last childbirth was difficult. He said they wanted this

baby- looking forward her birth until they met with SSM Cardinal Glennon’s Maternal and Fetal Health
department that is. He explained he went to Cardinal Glennon because he trusted them because when
he was a child, they took care of him. He also said the doctor (a male) warned him if they waited until 7
months they would have to go to Colorado for the abortion. He again confirmed they were directly
referred to the Hope(less) abortion to abort their child.

12 2/19/21 A couple arrived (at Hopeless) reporting SSM St. Mary’s sent them there for an abortion.
No other details.

13 3/6/21 A father told me that “Mercy in St. Louis” referred them to Hopeless for an abortion. No
other information provided.

14 4/16/21 The driver who was a friend told me they were referred to Hopeless for an abortion by
St. Elizabeth’s in IL. The mother was “showing” as were all of the moms above which made the presence
of the intended victim all the more real to those of us on the front lines on the respective days.
There were 4 other Catholic hospital abortion referrals to the Hopeless mill reported by others but no
details are known at this time.

WHAT THE KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS NEED TO DO
•
•
•

•

BECAUSE OF OUR UNIQUE RELATIONSHIP WITH SSM CARDINAL GLENNON, (OUR NAME IS ON
THE BUILDING AND PROGRAM) FOCUS ON CARDINAL GLENNON
BECAUSE OF OUR COMMITMENT TO THE DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED, THE VERY PEOPLE
TARGETED IN THESE ABORTIONS, WE HAVE A UNIQUE RESPONSIBILITY TO STEP UP
ON BEHALF OF THE TARGETED DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED DEMAND A MEETNG WITH
CARDINAL GLENNON FOR THE PURPOSE OF IDENTIFYING AND CORRECTING WHATEVER LED TO
THESE REFERRALS I AM READY, WILLING AND ABLE TO PARTICIPATE IN THAT MEETING.
ON BEHALF OF THE TARGETED DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED DEMAND OUTSIDE OVERSIGHT
(KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS/VITAE) OF THE PROCESS TO ENSURE REAL CHANGE OCCURS KEEPING
IN MIND WHAT WE’RE TALKING ABOUT HERE IS SSM’S INVOLVEMENT IN THE COLD-BLOODED
INTENTIONAL KILLING OF INNOCENT HUMAN BEINGS BECAUSE OF THEIR DEVELOPMENTAL
DISABILITIES

•

•

•

•

•

ON BEHALF OF THE TARGETED DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED OVERSEE A THOROUGH AND
COMPREHENSIVE INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION OF SSM MATERNAL AND FETAL CARE
DEPARTMENT INCLUDING PULLING ALL FILES (REDACTING IDENTIFYING INFORMATION FOR
EVIDENCE OF OTHER SUCH REFERRALS
o THE CHANCE THAT THESE ENCOUNTERS AT THE MILL ARE THE ONLY MOMS REFERRED
BY THIS DEPARTMENT IS SLIM TO NONE
ON BEHALF OF THE TARGETED DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED DO A THOROUGH RE-EVALUATION
AND EXAMINATION OF THE PERSONEL IN THE MATERNAL AND FETAL CARE DEPARTMENT
INVOLVED IN THIS SCANDAL IDENTIFYING THOSE WHO WERE INVOLVED OR COVERED IT UP
ON BEHALF OF THE TARGETED DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED DEMAND THAT SSM CARDINAL
GLENNON MATERNAL AND FETAL HEALTH DEPARTMENTS (AS REPORTED BY SSM KATIE WHO
CONFIRMED IN THE RECORDING OF 4/22/21 THAT “WE DO KNOW WHO EVERYONE WHO
COMES THRU HERE AND WHO CHOOSES TO TERMINATE (SIC)”): EXACTLY WHAT PERCENTAGE
OF CHILDREN PRESENTED TO THEM WERE ABORTED.
ON BEHALF OF THE TARGETED DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED REQUIRE SSM DOCTORS/STAFF TO
ABIDE BY A POLICY THAT SPECIFICALLY PROHIBITS UNDER PENALTY OF AUTOMATIC DISMISSAL
ANY KIND OF FACILITATION OF ABORTION, INCLUDING PRESENTING THAT VIOLENT ACT AS AN
“OPTION” AND/OR PROVIDING ANY INFORMATION THAT WOULD FACILITATE PARENTS
ABORTING THEIR CHILDREN INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO PROVIDING THE
NAMES/LOCATIONS OF ABORTION MILLS.
CALL UPON SSM CARDINAL GLENNON AND ALL AREA CATHOLIC HOSPITALS INVOLVED IN THIS
SCANDAL TO PRAYERFULLY ATONE FOR ALL THOSE WHO DIED/WERE BETRAYED BY THEIR
ACTIONS.

John Ryan 636-448-6113 (CELL)
1980 Patricia Lane
Pacific, MO 63069

5/7/21
BACKGROUND OF SSM CARDINAL GLENNON HOSPITAL FOR CHILDREN ABORTION REFERRALS

The recent revelations of SSM Cardinal Glennon being caught referring 2 developmentally
disabled unborn children to the Hope(less) abortion mill to be killed is part of an ongoing
pattern of area Catholic Hospitals (SSM hospitals in particular) identifying developmentally
disabled unborn children and referring them to at least one area abortion mill to be killed.
We have important inside information into the mindset and practices of SSM's Maternal and
Fetal Health department not only in AB's SSM St. Mary's file (see below) but also in my

recorded conversation with Katie (a counselor in SSM Cardinal Glennon's Maternal and Fetal
health department). Go to https://recordings.tapeacall.com/t/kpVQ95vFEUZk
In AB's file (see below) SSM Maternal and Fetal Health doctors uses the language of
abortionists: "termination", "management options" and "the decision to terminate a
pregnancy" (pp 4 & 7).

They also document repeatedly that they "review" (pp 4, 7 & 9) abortion as an "option"
as if that weren't bad enough they then shockingly add twice that they told AB "we will
support her in whatever she decides" (pp 7 & 9)!

Katies comments in the Cardinal Glennon audio file fit right in with that mindset,
admitting that somehow SSM Cardinal Glennon Maternal and Fetal Department knows
exactly what happens to every developmentally disabled child they identify. How is that
possible without some kind of direct communication with the abortion mills?

In that same recording, Katie's pregnant pause when I ask her the direct question as to
whether her doctors are referring moms to the abortion mill, followed by the statement
"I'll have to check with my physicians and get back to you on that", in the context of the
20 couples we encountered who told us Catholic hospitals (mostly SSM) including
Cardinal Glennon actually directly referred them to Hope(less) for abortions (most
added they were told by those Catholic hospitals that abortion was either was "the
best option" or "the only option") is both chilling and revealing. We KNOW what they
are doing.

It is noteworthy that SSM St. Mary's, like SSM Cardinal Glennon when confronted about this
practice circled the wagons (at this point Cardinal Glennon just hangs up on me). The former
then sought refuge in "the law" when the law, both state and federal actually specifically
protects "hospitals" and "medical personnel" from any involvement in abortion including to not
be required to "advise" regarding same (revised.mo.gov Title XII PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE
197.032). Interestingly the federal conscience protections (which include protection from being
expected to even "accommodate" abortions) have been in effect since the 1970's (42 U.S.C &
300a-7)!

SSM Cardinal Glennon Children's Hospital doesn't have a moral or legal leg to stand on for its
horrific practice of identifying developmentally disabled unborn children, and directly referring
their parents to the Hope(less) abortion mill to be brutally killed. While all abortion is a crime
against humanity, these victims are typically older, remember, the dad who was referred to
Hope(less) by Cardinal Glennon reported his child was 16 weeks old which means she was killed

by being dismembered, decapitated, her skull was crushed, and was otherwise savagely
assaulted. And that SSM Cardinal Glennon doctor warned (pressured) those parents by telling
them if they waited until 7 months the nearest abortion mill would be in Colorado.
Make no mistake about this, this is not a "policy" issue, it is a "practice" issue. What is actually
being done. And SSM management was long ago warned that it is happening. They are fully
aware. Undoubtably, we know only the tip of the iceberg. We have no idea how many children
were betrayed to their deaths by Cardinal Glennon and the SSM hospitals in particular. I pray
that these children did not die in vain. That remains to be seen.

FOUR AND A HALF YEAR HISTORY OF CATHOLIC HOSPITAL COLLUSION WITH ABORTIONISTS
To fully understand the recently confirmed Cardinal Glennon abortion referrals it's important to
understand it in the context of the 4 1/2-year history of abortion referrals by at least 6 different
SSM hospitals (and others) in the St. Louis area. Attached is a Word document of my original
message to the Knights including the information we have on 14 of the 20 known victims of this
Catholic hospitals/abortion mills collusion. I encourage you to refer to that information as
necessary background to the following. I you are unable to download that attachment let me
know and I'll copy and paste is in another e-mail. Also, please share this information far and
wide. If we are going the end this deadly collusion between SSM Cardinal Glennon Hospital for
Children (and other Catholic Hospitals) and area abortionists, it will take the active involvement
of as many people as possible. In law, there is a special significance in regards culpability when
anyone's involvement in intentional killing is cold blooded and pre-meditated. You can't get
more cold-blooded and pre-meditated that this horror story involving area Catholic hospitals
involvement in the crime against humanity aka abortion. Shocking.
The message immediately below is one of several I forwarded to Archbishop Carlson asking for
his intervention in the matter of baby Kaliah (intended) victim number 2 in the attached Word
file. The then Archbishop met with Aberayana (AB), Kaliah's mother but we were never privy to
what came of that meeting but clearly there was no change in the behavior of the SSM
Maternal and Fetal Health Department. AB and Ron are the two holding the "Justice for Baby
Kaliyah" signs in the pictures further below, taken 10 days after they were thwarted in their
attempts to convince St. Mary's to meet with them regarding their attempt to have Kaliah
killed. Please also notice that the President of SSM St. Mary's was kept abreast of what
happened at every step (per his secretary).
Please read very carefully AB's file (which is below the pictures) which she gave to us asking
that it be used to help in whatever way possible as they were devastated and angry about SSM
St. Mary's treatment of Baby Kaliyah (referring her to be killed) as well as the treatment they
received. Some personal history/health information is redacted but AB's name is included
because she wants people to know what she went through. I have the hard copy of her file
from that day at St. Mary's, but the file is also at the bottom of the attached communication to
then Archbishop Carlson. Please read it, particularly the language they use as THIS is clearly the
PRACTICE of SSM hospitals, now including Cardinal Glennon. Make no mistake about it this is
not a "policy" issue, it is the way of doing business for SSM's Maternal and Fetal Health
Department.
And I quote:
Page 4 "Management options (sic) including termination and expectant were reviewed."
Page 7 "We discussed that the decision to terminate THE pregnancy (a direct personal
reference to Baby Kaliyah!) is a
personal decision and we will support her and the
FOB (father of baby) in whatever she decides."

"Pt and fob expressed desire to retune to Hope Clinic for termination. They plan to call Hope
(sic) Clinic and reschedule the procedure." AB and Ron vehemently deny this statement which
makes no sense given they went to SSM specifically for an ultrasound to help Dr. Danis take
care of Kaliah and her mom.
Page 9 "...we will support her in whatever she decides (termination vs proceeding to term
with pregnancy."
I have no doubt that a review of Cardinal Glennon records (they can easily redact any
identifying information to comply with HIPPA and still be transparent) will include the same
kind of language and practice. And THIS is what they are willing to put in print! Thanks to the
many parents, including the two referred by Cardinal Glennon, we know they directly refer.
Note they use the exact same language as the abortionists ("termination" not abortion.) That
they refer to the baby, in this case Baby Kaliah
as "THE pregnancy"- keep in mind in this file they are directly talking about a particularly baby.
And notice that in print this SSM Maternal and Fetal Health Department states twice that they
told the parents they would support them IN whatever" they decide. This is not some generic
support for them, it is a support for their decision to have their child killed if that's what they
decide. This language. This attitude. And this PRACTICE has no place in a Catholic Hospital,
much less one that claims to care for the developmentally disabled- and then turns around and
identifies and then refers developmentally disabled human being to be killed. How is it possible
that, even when we had access to this information, there was no consequence for SSM and of
course it has now spread to SSM Cardinal Glennon?

When you listen to the Cardinal Glennon recording with Katie (a counselor in the Maternal and
Fetal Health Department) in the context of the reports of the 20 parents as well as the one file
we were blessed to have (and that, only because of St. Mary's attempt to refer them back to
Hopeless to kill Baby Kaliyah when they had already changed their minds and were actually
there to help with CARE for Baby Kaliyah- it is clear this is the practice of SSM Maternal and
Health Department (and since management is well aware of their treachery- SSM management
as well) and is a deeply rooted cancer that will require a robust and passionate challenge by the
Catholics and all people of good will.

I most particularly share this scandal with the Knights of Columbus because of our unique
relationship with SSM Cardinal Glennon Hospital for children on behalf of the developmentally
disabled. After all each of these victims was particularly targeted by these Catholic hospitals
BECAUSE of their developmental disabilities. As we examine this scandal we must never lose
sight that this is about babies who suffered a most horrific death (at 14 weeks the Cardinal
Glennon baby was literally dismembered, decapitated, her skull and body crushed all with no
pain mediation). Exhorting those who would confront SSM Cardinal Glennon that their efforts
to end this scandal is an effort not only on behalf of the 20 known babies who suffered a

similar fate but also the countless others who were similarly targeted. No right-thinking person
would think that our experiences at only one of three area abortion mills represents ALL of the
victims of this conspiracy. I’m aware that this could be the Knights finest hour. We owe the
Developmentally Disabled who we most particularly claim to represent, nothing less.
5/24/19 HISTORY OF BABY KALIAH- NOTE TO ARCHBISHOP CARLSON
From: john ryan <jptryan@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2019 2:02 PM
To: Archbishop (Lisa) Secretary (Randazzo) <lisarandazzo@archstl.org>
Subject: Aberayana's file from St. Mary's scandal

Your Excellency,
Please forgive this format in the attached file but it's the quickest way to get you a copy of
Aberayana's file (scroll down below the pictures). I have highlighted the offensive comments,
including two separate references of the doctors' support for abortion as a "management
option"! I can also mail you a hard copy. The objective data alone- the doctors' own statements
fly in the face of Catholic teaching. Add to that Ron and AB's insistence that they never
mentioned abortion, it was the 2 doctors who told them abortion is "the best option." They
were both extremely offended by that as they had already changed their minds about killing
their child which is why they were at St. Mary's in the first place. They are even more offended
that St. Mary's continues to rebuff their requests to meet with the President. They (and I)
believe the latter is necessary because the regular channels completely failed to address this in
a timely manner. This is the equivalent of a staff member caught actively involved in killing
patients. They have clearly circled the wagons.

Yesterday we came to St. Mary's requesting yet again a meeting with the President and were
told if we came on the property the Richmond Heights police would be called. The head of
security was very professional and confirmed those orders came from on high. I told him
exactly what we planned to do. That we were requesting a meeting with the President. If that is
refused, we have a letter for the President that we would like delivered. I assured the head of
security that we would do as we were asked. That the picketers would remain on the sidewalk.
Sure, enough when Ron, AB, Mary and I approached the building Security met us in the middle
of the lot and confirmed no one was willing to meet with us. The head of security took the
letter. Ron and AB then asked to get a full copy of her record (they left the ultrasound images
out of the copy they were previously provided. They were escorted inside for that purpose.

I called St. Mary's today to request the process of initiating an ethics investigation and spoke
with the Assistant to the President, Sarah Ellis who has been very helpful. They are in the
process of tracking down the staff member involved in an Ethics review which is apparently
underway. I assured them that Ron and AB are anxious to participate in the process so their

voice, and that of Kaliyah can be heard. They have shown amazing restraint and remined
confused why this happened at a Catholic hospital.

I am requesting you withdraw the Catholic status of SSM St Mary's until and unless this is fully
resolved. If there is some other formal process for me to do that, please let me know and I will
do so. The goal here is to address the damage that was already done (Justice for Baby Kaliyah
and her family), clean house to the extent necessary, implement safeguards to make sure this
never happens again. Encountering another family at Hopeless a week ago who were quite
definitive that they were sent there by a Doctor at St. Mary's (they went there because the
baby was in distress) and insist they were told abortion was "the only option." as well as
another mother a little over a year ago at the same mill who said the same thing made this an
even more urgent situation. So far the only urgency St. Mary's has shown is in circling the
wagon and protecting THEIR interests. What about Baby Kaliyah's interest?

The doctors who wrote those statements in AB's file have no business practicing at a Catholic
hospital. And that they felt perfectly comfortable doing so speaks to a larger issue in the
Maternal Fetal Medicine department. And the way this has been handled so far suggests the
problem may go far deeper, perhaps all the way to other SSM facilities. I may have more on
that later.

I pray you will use your influence to convince St. Mary's to do the right thing.

I will send in a separate e-mail a copy of the letter Aberayana and Ron presented to the hospital
yesterday. Afraid I'm not the best on computers and my technical support (daughters) are
working.

God bless you, embolden you and guide you in all you do,

John Ryan
636-448-6113

Subject: Picket of SSM St Mary’s Hospital 5/23/2019

